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It’s been more than one month since the conflict with Russia escalated to 
a full-scale war in the entire country of Ukraine.

We are disheartened as the days drag on -- and we aren’t in Ukraine, so we 
know it’s only a fraction of what our people on the ground are feeling. We are 
encouraged by the stories we hear of God’s miraculous intervention --

tanks stuck in small rivers.
rockets that don’t explode.
Christians allowed through checkpoints with supplies.

This is just the beginning.

Along with our partners, we are developing long-term plans for serving vulnerable 
children + families long after this war ends. Please pray for ideas, creativity, wisdom 
+ direction as we strive to meet these needs.

STORIES OF HOPE 
A long-time friend in Odesa reached out to us with the need for a van that would 
deliver critical supplies to eastern Ukraine, then evacuate families to the western 
border.

Thankfully, her contact V* found a van that was in good shape! The $8,000 sent along with funds from our friend were immediately 
put to use. Even more importantly, V is willingly putting himself in danger to help those in need. On the way to a city near Kyiv 
to drop off supplies, V came close to Russian blockposts, so he nervously redirected the van to avoid being shot.

On this detour, he met a local man who asked for a ride. V welcomed him in, not 
knowing that helping this man would be the best decision of the day. This man 
directed V exactly where to go. 

As the gas meter was nearing empty, the man called local farmers, who came to the 
rescue.In the middle of a field, they pulled up a tractor + siphoned off the 10 liters 
that V needed to pick up the family with 6 children!

God is providing every step of the way. In the large and the small. Just when 
we are empty, He provides again. Through the War Relief Fund with Globe 
International, we will continue to support needs like this for our Ukrainians.

Would you consider giving to our family support or the War Relief Fund so 
that more Ukrainians can be reach with the gospel through humanitarian 
efforts?

V* - name kept private for security.
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Two plane tickets for Ukrainians 
stranded abroad

Support for a church in Odesa 
feeding the city

Gas for foster family with twelve 
children leaving Kyiv

Care for two wounded volunteers 
shot by soldiers

Groceries for twenty-five 
Ukrainians who fled to Europe

Insulin and medications for 
Odesa

Gear and supplies for ten 
frontline medics

Today we share with you what God has  
done through the War Relief fund in the  

since February 24th.


